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December 7th, 2017
12777 West Jefferson Blvd.
Suite 120, Building C
Los Angeles, CA 90066
Attn: Mr. Andrew Naylor and Ms. Shelena Wong

Dear Andrew and Shelena,

Thank you for including Rainier in this fabrication RFQ for Nintendo, we are sincerely honored to be considered for the project.       
 
A little about us, Rainier started business in 1896 as one of Seattle’s first 100 companies producing canvas products and tents for a growing city.  
Today Rainier produces quality products across our display, shade and shelter divisions. We boast over 300,000 square feet of manufacturing 
space located in Seattle and Statesville N.C. With 260 employees and offices in Seattle, Portland, Dallas and Orlando.  
 
Rainier’s expert team brings decades of world class experience in exhibit fabrication, custom graphics, electronics, installation, logistics, and 
common-sense building. We boast a state of the art wood shop, metal shop, fabric shop and large format print shop in one building. With 
dedicated Durst print technology, we are their North American test facility.  Rainier is G7 color certified, guaranteeing your brand and message will 
be consistent throughout the project. Our team is hard working, experienced and always having fun. Our core experiences are extensive, 
completing projects of similar scope for several major retailers, national brands, college and professional sports teams and three Olympic Games, 
a few are showcased in the pages that follow.
 
We are financially stable, have loads of capacity and assembled a team that can begin work on your project immediately. We understand you are 
seeking a qualified company and team partner to bring these designs to life. We would love to be a part of that team.

Respectfully,

Bruce Dickinson
Vice President - Rainier

LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

TEXAS A&M KYLE FIELD – HALL OF CHAMPIONS



Rainier has been an integral partner to Sleep Numbers success 
at the International Consumer Electronics Show the past 4 years 
and various high brand profile projects. We have relied on their 
design and production expertise to build amazing displays that 
deliver an unforgettable customer experience. Their ability to 
become an extension of our core internal team with clear 
communication and solution based style keeps us on track with 
schedule deadlines. Rainier continuously exceeds our 
expectations allowing us to work really efficiently. They offer a 
collaborative environment working well with all our external 
vendors making it very easy for our team to maintain focus.  
True professionals in the industry and we have been lucky to 
work with them.

JILL MADISON | Brand Experience Manager
My SLEEP NUMBER® setting is 45. What’s Yours?

P 763.551.7068  
jill.madison@selectcomfort.com

selectcomfort.com

Bruce and the team at Rainier have helped Infinite Scale with 
some challenging timelines and terrifically executed projects 
including the University of Utah Spence and Cleone Eccles 
Football Center, the Texas A&M Kyle Field branded graphics 
program, and a unique set of thirty-four internally illuminated 
hockey pucks for NHL marketing and events. In our work 
together, the experience, spirit of collaboration, and innovative 
technical approaches Rainier brings are key factors to our 
collective success. The entire team's will and efforts to exceed 
the clients’ expectations seems to flow throughout the building. 
It’s a reflection of a solid foundation to do good work; and the 
reason we’ll continue to work with Rainier.  

BRIAN MURPHY | Project & Technical Director
INFINITE SCALE

Salt Lake City | Cincinnati
801.363.1881 Main
214.293.5304 Mobile
infinitescale.com

REFFERALS

2013 CES - ONLIVE
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BRUCE DICKINSON - Vice President  //  bruced@rainier.com
Bruce has been with Rainier for over thirty years as Vice President. He has extensive knowledge
in exhibit and display fabrication.  Focusing on large events and branded spaces he has 
managed contracts at three Olympic Games, and over 100 Division 1 Universities and 
Professional Sports venues.
 
Most recently, he oversaw Rainier’s fabrication of the award winning fabric wrap panels for the 
2012 London Olympic Stadium. The project involved producing and installing over 300,000 square 
feet of fabric around the stadium. Bruce attended Western Washington University and has a 
passion for design and architecture.

During his tenure, Bruce and the innovative Rainier team have won over 75 awards for design,
fabrication and installation. Award achievements include accolades from the Industrial Fabrics
Association, Society of Environmental Designers, International Sign Association, and the Fabric
Structures Association.

He suffered a devastating injury during the 2012 London Olympics. Though painful, it was not
career ending and thankfully he was still able to stick the landing.

SCOTT FILIPIAK - Creative Director  //  scottf@rainier.com
Scott has an extensive graphic design and fine arts background with experience that includes 
working with clients on everything from small advertising campaigns to large scale corporate 
projects, digital collateral, point of sale displays, store windows, wayfinding, packaging, 
merchandise and even redesigning retail stores from the ground up. Among his many 
accomplishments was designing for 55 automotive dealerships, taking into consideration traffic 
flow and creating a cohesive brand experience.

With this new pairing, Rainier now proudly offers turnkey visual services from concept to 
completion. In this role, Scott’s team can make recommendations for an existing design or lead 
the entire design process to best utilize Rainier’s fabrication capabilities to best suit client needs, 
while ensuring customer compliance and making sure the design honors brand standards.

Though not an actual lumberjack, Scott is an award-winning landscape photographer and painter. 
His current paintings, the “barcode series” are of aspen trees that are painted into working 
barcodes that you can scan with an app on your phone. 

RAINIER PEOPLE

CLEMSON UNIVERSITY FOOTBALL COMPLEXUNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN - SCHEMBECHLER HALL



JOHN HANSEN - Graphic Technical Engineer  //  johnh@rainier.com
John attended Grays Harbor Community College on a design scholarship and graduated from the 
Art Institute of Seattle in the first class of Computer Animation. John uses his technical and 3D 
design skills to help engineer nearly every large retail or NCAA project that comes through the 
Rainier production studio. While you may only occasionally hear John chime in on a conference 
call, he is there making notes on how to deliver better produced products for each of our clients.

John is a master of thinking big while working small. He designed and installed a custom office 
door that looks and functions like a submarine door at the Rainier headquarters. Made from over 
1,000 individual pieces of wood left over from our wood shop, the door features a working 
aperture window, door locking mechanism, and a secondary pass through  - all without using a 
single mechanical fastener. 

JACOB RICHARDSON - Project Manager  //  johns@rainier.com
As a 25 year veteran of Rainier, John has been instrumental in guiding projects from conception to 
completion. Fortune 500 retailers, large trade shows, professional and collegiate facilities are on 
John’s long list of projects completed on time and budget. Included are the 2002 Winter Olympics 
at Salt Lake City and the 2010 Winter Olympics in Vancouver. 

He has been instrumental in managing the projects nationwide like Nordstrom, Seattle’s Century 
Link and Safeco Fields, the University of Oklahoma, the University of North Carolina, Texas A&M 
University, Boston College, and Georgia Tech. Most recently John managed installations at 
Clemson University’s Football Ops Building and TCU’s Hall of Fame. John’s experience and 
attention to detail working around tight timelines has made him a fan favorite with athletic directors 
and facilities managers nationwide. 

He also sometimes has been known to ride his beloved Harley to the job site ... even if it’s on the 
other side of the country.

COLIN DICKINSON - Senior Account Manager  //  colind@rainier.com
Colin is a graduate of Washington State University with nine years of experience producing 
environmental displays and visual merchandising for clients such as Nordstrom, Starbucks, 
Amazon Books, Mod Pizza, HomeStreet Bank, F5 Networks, and JanSport. 

An avid traveler, Colin has visited 22 countries in the past 8 years, and many more to come. He 
also enjoys playing soccer and golfs as often as humanly possible. When the weather in Seattle 
gets rainy, Colin’s love of technology and e-sports kick in and he proudly tells everyone that “he’s 
owned every Nintendo console produced since the NES.” After several months of hopelessly 
attempting to purchase a Switch, he finally got his hands on one last week and we fully expect him 
to not see the sun again for the next few months.

SELWYN SAMPSON  - Business Dev  //  selwyns@rainier.com
Selwyn applies his 25+ years of professional experience, problem-solving skills, and collaborative 
attitude to help designers, marketers and creatives with each project. He enjoys managing the 
creative challenge by directing resources, developing a budget to specifying media and help 
designers, marketers and creatives with custom fabrication expertise including engineering, print 
production, graphics, grand format to 3D Environmental Graphics/Installation.

Selwyn graduated from Wake Forest University with a BBA in Marketing and most recently 
continued his quest for knowledge by taking classes at Portland State University focusing in 
Digital Marketing Strategies and Social Media Marketing. 

RAINIER PEOPLE
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PROCESS + APPROACH
Rainier utilizes a single quote-to-cash ERP (enterprise resource planning) software platform to track and manage all our 
business processes.  Our ERP software was produced and is actively maintained by Epicor, a billion-dollar, multinational, s
oftware provider with 20,000 plus customers worldwide.  Epicor facilitates a high level of order visibility, task automation, and 
supply chain integration.

We use this cutting-edge ERP software to plan and monitor every order that goes through our system. Implemented at both of our 
production sites in 2015, we’ve invested over $2,000,000 to ensure that we can provide our customers with real-time production 
data and catch potential errors and delays before they happen.  
 
From the moment a customer quote is generated, the materials and resources needed to fulfill the quote are defined with 
production-level detail in our ERP system. After a quote is converted to a sales order, prompts are automatically generated to 
procure or allocate these materials so that they are on-hand when they are needed for production. Our system also actively 
manages Rainier’s on-hand inventory and triggers replenishment purchase orders based on actual future demand and vendor 
lead times.
 
Rainier’s production environment is dynamic and fast paced. To ensure maximum efficiency, we built a system that monitors all 
open orders through each day and prioritizes production activities in real time based on due dates, completion of the preceding 
activities, and the availability of materials and resources.  This allows Rainier to respond quickly and efficiently to rush or change 
orders while still delivering on the production commitments we make to our customers. It’s a tight balance between craftsmanship 
and standardization, and we live right in the middle. 

FLEXIBILITY



FLEXIBILITY

PROPOSED PRODUCTION TIMELINE

Concept
Development

Production +
Refinement

Live Events
Launch

Tech Lead
Training at

Rainier

(1) Event Set
To Redmond

8.31 9.15 9.18 11.3 11.7 11.1010.31

ShippingEngineering +
Shop Drawings

to TMA 9.11

Production Art
Files Due 9.15

Strike Off for
Approval 9.20

Materials
Procurement 9.18

Kick Off
Meeting

8.31

Labor Day

Shop Drawing
Approval 9.15

Commence
Fabrication 9.25

Packaging
+ Skidding

Complete Set
Fit + Finish

at Rainier

First Set
Fit + Finish

at Rainier 10.25



1. IN-HOUSE LOGISTICAL RESOURCES: 
In 2007, Rainier launched our Quality Management System (QMS) and received ISO 9001:2008 certification. In 2008 we launched 
a formal Environmental Management System and we became certified in ISO 14001:2004 in May of 2009. We strive in our daily 
operations to use environmentally friendly products that will protect our natural resources, to reduce our energy consumption and 
to recycle the bulk of our solid waste. Rainier also encourages employees to be more environmentally sensitive away from work 
and to do their part in reducing our carbon footprint by using alternative methods of transportation for commuting to and from work.

Rainier uses a custom designed ERP system that was modeled off of the Toyota motors TPS system. Unlike the very liner model 
of their system, our Epicor system manages all areas of business for Rainier including selling, scheduling, tracking, shipping jobs, 
allocating/ordering materials. The system is constantly updating and reordering operations across all areas of the company to shift 
work into areas that. It centrally assigns and tracks the time needed for each stage of the production process and the materials 
needed to eliminate production delays but it is also felxibile enough for job lists to be altered throughout any stage of the process 
but retain that information to be reproduced at any time.

The Rainier sales, creative, engineering, production, warehousing, shipping/receiving areas are contained in one building in 
Tukwila, Washington with easy access to the Seattle-Tacoma International Airport. The Rainier production facility has a full metal 
shop capable of custom water cutting up to half inch steel plate and welding various metals, and preparing for a wide range of 
finishes including power coating. Rainier has a complete wood shop that employees over 20 full-time tradespeople that produce 
casework and paper block displays for a wide variety of retail applications. We have a dedicated shipping department that currently 
ships out $100K worth of products daily. We have existing processes in place to ensure timely shipment of products.

2. CREATIVE SUPPORT: 
Rainier offers turnkey visual services from concept to completion lead by Creative Director Scott Filipiak. In this role, Scott’s team 
of 10 full-time production artists and graphic designers that can make recommendations for an existing design or lead the entire 
design process to best utilize Rainier’s fabrication capabilities to best suit client needs, while ensuring customer compliance and 
making sure the design honors brand standards.

3. ENGINEERING EXPERTISE: 
The Rainier Technical Services Team is at the heart of everything we make.  Our team of 5 engineers with backgrounds ranging 
from mechanical to structural and electrical push the boundaries from napkin concept to reality.  In fact, we kind of pride ourselves 
in making a slightly sharper pencil.  Never settling for traditional solutions, our innovative team strives for cost effective, lighter 
weight, faster and more sustainable building methods.  Always engaged from concept to completion, this is the backbone of our 
commitment to quality.  

4. TECHNOLOGY EXPERTISE: 
Our team is experienced working with many clients during the design and production process to generate elegant solutions for 
access points, cord management, mounting, ventilation, and storage for a wide range of applications. We have designed and built 
video wall and display cases for many NCAA Division I facilities where form and function must work together seamlessly.

INTANGIBLES + VALUE ADDS



The retracting wheels are so that when this is not being moved, it sits directly on the floor. The other elements to the 
Holiday Set can be designed similar to this for ease of use.  We have designed them so they click into place and then click 
to retract, just like a ball point pen. Raising the entire bottom of the displays to access lockable wheels turned out to be an 
unstable and unsightly option. This way when the pieces are set in place and customers are touching or bumping into 
them, they are as stable as possible with the biggest footprint but still being able to keep the walls as slim as possible. 

Our engineers estimated all dimensions for this proof of concept.
 

HAND HELD GAME STATION - PROOF OF CONCEPT

CONCEPT

ENGINEERED RENDERINGENGINEERED RENDERING
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EXPERIENCE + CREATIVE
2 0 1 6  +  2 0 1 7  N H L  H O C K E Y  P U C K S

Collaborate, design, and produce a total of 34 larger 
than life hockey pucksfor display at the 2016 & 2017 
All-Star Game in Nashville, TN and Los Angeles, CA. 
Rainier Technical Design Engineer John Hansen took 
the supplied spec image and completely engineered 
how the the pucks were to open for access to the LED 
lights and the weather protected enclosed power supply. 
We designed each graphic to be interchangeable for 
future events. The project was a huge success and will 
be an ongoing display for future All-Star Games.

RENDER CONSTRUCITON INSTALLATION



EXPERIENCE + CREATIVE
N O R D S T R O M  2 0 1 6  F A L L  2  W I N D O W S  

Part of a multi-window 2016 Fall rollout where the client 
wanted a look inside a dimensional box truck that would 
be “parked” in an outdoor space.Truck mirrors and 
ceiling accents made to accentuate the dimensional look 
of the truck. Additional cling on front of glass with 
additional back wall panels available for tower windows. 
50 total trucks were made and flat-shipped to locations 
across the US for local merchandising teams to 
construct and install. 

RENDER INSTALLATIONCONSTRUCTION



EXPERIENCE + CREATIVE
N O R D S T R O M  P O P - I N  /  K - F A S H I O N

An 8-store Pop-In shop from Nordstrom where Rainier was 
tasked with taking the conceptual Sketch-Up model and 
constructing a reality. Elements were located both in the 
store, and in the windows at the designated locations (which 
also included Canada). Blocks were built using plywood and 
designed to fit together with male/female components. Each 
was labeled and painted a specific color and all units were 
kitted and ship disassembled. Aside from the fun 
construction, our biggest challenge for this order was to fulfill 
it in 10 business days, which we successfully accomplished! 

RENDER INSTALLATIONCONSTRUCTION



EXPERIENCE + CREATIVE
S L E E P  N U M B E R  2 0 1 6  H U F F  T O U R

CONCEPT EVENT PHOTO INSTALLATION

CONSTRUCTION PLAN

Collaborate, design, produce three display 
sets for Arianna Huffington’s The Sleep 
Revolution book tour at 14 college campuses 
across the country. The sets needed to be 
loaded in and assembled in two 
hours. Rainier coordinated with each 
school for logistics, shipping, install, 
and tear down. The design was 
purposeful allowing for a private 
display for testing of the bed. The 
sets and kits were fabricated in 
under three weeks.



EXPERIENCE + CREATIVE
B E T H E S D A  E 3  D E S I G N S

Working as the fabrication partner with Bethesda 
Softworks, Rainier took concepts of portable and 
versatile gaming stations and made them into a reality.  
All metal fabrication and the stand up and sit down 
stations are all prewired individually for easy expansion 
and connectivity. Several different configurations are 
available for long term use at several events including 
E3 and PAX.  Complimenting the gaming stations were 
changeable graphic panels to feature current games.  
The vivid dye sub print front of house featured 
lightweight aluminum tube printed on transparent scrim.       

RENDER INSTALLATION INSTALLATION



CONCEPT

EXPERIENCE + CREATIVE
S L E E P  N U M B E R  C E S  2 0 1 6

As a lifestyle exhibitor for the 2016 CES Show in 
Las Vegas, Select Comfort Corp. turned to 
Rainier to help create a sleep experience. 
Collaborating with the SN marketing and JGA, 
an ethereal canopy was dreamed up to be the 
showcase of the space. Working from just a 
pencil sketch Rainier completed the engineering 
and design with a budget in mind. Adding 
casework with touchscreen interactive displays 
for mood created a sense of entering the dream 
zone. Sleep Number was praised nationally for 
the Sleep IQ bed and the booth itself was voted 
Top 5 design for the show. 

DIGITAL PLAN INSTALLATION
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ESTIMATED PROJECT BUDGET - 20’ x 20’ INDOOR EVENT SET
P R I C E S  B E L O W  B A S E D  O N  1 5  S E T S    

1.) CARPETS
- (4) Approx. Size 4’ x 6’
- High Pile / High Grade Carpet

2.) CENTRAL DISPLAY
- Middle structure @ approx 8' x 4' x 8'
- Custom Aluminum frame with Dibond Skin
- Steel Support Baseplates with Custom Hardware
- Removable panel for interior access
- (2) Wii u display boxes w/ LED lighting
- Millwork Baseplate with Plexiglass surround, Internal LED lighting
- (2) Large TV mount structure
- Integrated Framework / mounting plates / wire management for Monitors
- Recess mounted monitor
- (2) Graphic wraps @ approx 8' x 10'
- 3M 180c with Lustre Overlam
- (2) Die-cut sintra logo bumpouts
- Direct-Printed graphics, Profile Cut on ¼” Sintra
- (2) Custom Printed Carpets @ approx. 8'x8'

1EA @ $1,200.00      $800.00

1EA @ $14,000.00    $10,500.00



3.) MK7 HERO DISPLAY
- Approx. 8' x 4' x 3'
- Race seat structure / display
- Custom Aluminum frame with Dibond Skin
- Platform w / 4 race seats
- Gaming counter w / graphics
- Custom Aluminum frame with Dibond Skin
- 3M 180c with Lustre Overlam
- Removable panel for interior access
- Large mk7 logo
- 3M 180c with Lustre Overlam
- (1) Custom vertical TV mount structure w / sintra sign cap
- Custom Powdercoated Aluminum Frame / Plate
- Die-cut Direct Print signage on ¼” white sintra
- Radius Front Design

4.) SMASH HERO DISPLAY
- (2) Gaming pedestals @ approx 3' x 18" x 3'
- Custom Aluminum frame with Dibond Skin
- Removable panel for interior access
- Front of pedestals wrapped in graphics
- 3M 180c with Lustre Overlam
- (1) Custom Vertical TV mount structure w / sintra sign cap
- Custom Powdercoated Aluminum Frame / Plate
- Die-cut Direct Print signage on ¼” white sintra
- (4) Custom cylinder seats with graphics
- Molded Heavy Duty PVC tube with Millwork top cap
- Wrapped in 3M 180c with Lustre Overlam
- Radius Front Design

1EA @ $10,125.00    $8,250.00

1EA @ $5,750.00    $4,350.00



5.) ZELDA/HYRULE WALL
- Approx. 6' x 1' x 5'
- Custom Aluminum frame with Dibond Skin
- Removable panel for interior access
- Steel Support Baseplates with Custom Hardware
- TV mount structure
- Integrated Framework / mounting plates / Wire management for Monitors
- (2) Full graphic wraps
- 3M 180c with Lustre Overlam
- (2) Die-cut sintra bumpout graphics (size TBD)
- Direct-Printed graphics, Profile Cut on ¼” Sintra
- (1) Wii u display boxes w/ LED lighting (hyrule)
- Millwork Baseplate with Plexiglass surround, Internal LED lighting
- (2) Themed 2ds shelves (Zelda)
- Millwork With Faux Work / Custom Hardware
- (2) Sword / shield props + mount
- Custom sword to spec

6.) POKEMON WALL
- Approx. 6' x 1' x 5'
- Custom Aluminum frame with Dibond Skin
- Removable panel for interior access
- Steel Support Baseplates with Custom Hardware
- TV mount structure
- Integrated Framework / mounting plates / Wire management for Monitors
- (2) Full graphic wraps
- 3M 180c with Lustre Overlam
- (2) Die cut sintra bumpout graphics (size TBD)
- Direct-Printed graphics, Profile Cut on ¼” Sintra
- (4) Custom 2DS Mounts- Wrapped in 3M 180c with Lustre Overlam

1EA @ $6,100.00    $4,800.00

1EA @ $5,300.00    $3,900.00



7.) 2DS/WiiU WALL
- Approx. 6' x 1' x 5'
- Custom Aluminum frame with Dibond Skin
- Removable panel for interior access
- Steel Support Baseplates with Custom Hardware
- TV mount structure
- Integrated Framework / mounting plates / Wire management for Monitors
- (2) Full graphic wraps
- 3M 180c with Lustre Overlam
- (2) Die cut sintra bumpout graphics (size TBD)
- Direct-Printed graphics, Profile Cut on ¼” Sintra
- (2) Wii u display boxes w/ led lighting
- Millwork Baseplate with Plexiglass surround, Internal LED lighting
- (1) 2ds shelf
- Millwork / HPL shelf with mounting hardware

8.) BUNDLES WALL
- Approx. 6' x 1' x 5'
- Custom Aluminum frame with Dibond Skin
- Removable panel for interior access
- Steel Support Baseplates with Custom Hardware
- TV mount structure
- Integrated Framework / mounting plates / Wire management for Monitors
- (2) Full graphic wraps
- 3M 180c with Lustre Overlam
- (2) Die cut sintra bumpout graphics (size TBD)
- Direct-Printed graphics, Profile Cut on ¼” Sintra
- (2) Wii u display boxes w/ led lighting
- Millwork Baseplate with Plexiglass surround, Internal LED lighting
- (1) Large Custom Bench with full graphic wrap
- Millwork with Full Graphic Wrap
- 3M 180C with Lustre Overlam

1EA @ $5,250.00    $4,550.00

1EA @ $7,100.00    $5,750.00



*Pricing as shown for budget purposes only. Actual cost may vary depending on final scope and survey.

9.) AMiiBO DISPLAY
- Approx 3' x 3' x 5'
- Custom Aluminum frame with Dibond Skin
- Removable panel for interior access
- Radius display case
- ¼” Clear Acrylic
- Graphic wrap front bottom
- 3M 180C with Lustre Overlam
- (4) top header logos
- 3M 180c with Lustre Overlam
- 2D Mario Cut-out Graphic / Hardware

10.) RETAIL DISPLAY
- Approx 3' x 3' x 5'
- Custom Aluminum frame with Dibond Skin
- Removable panel for interior access
- Radius display case
- ¼” Clear Acrylic
- Graphic wrap front bottom
- 3M 180C with Lustre Overlam
- (4) top header logos
- 3M 180c with Lustre Overlam
- 2D Mario/Luigi Cut-out Graphic / Hardware

11.) LOGISTICS - PACKING/OUTBOUND HANDLING
- Skidded
- Skids, banding, packing, shrink wrap (materials)
- Packing / handling / inventory / loading (labor)

$733,500.00GRAND TOTAL 15 SETS: 

$64,825.00TOTAL SINGLE SET: 

$48,900.00TOTAL EACH / 15 SETS: 

1EA @ $3,750.00    $2,900.00

1EA @ $3,750.00    $2,900.00

1EA @ $2,500.00    $2,000.00
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